**MOUNTING INSTRUCTION**

**4400 Series | 5800 Series | V1200-P**

### 4400 Series :

1. Install the VESA bracket on the back of monitor (with Screw B x 4 pcs)

2. Slide the C Series thin client model from the top of VESA bracket to install the model on the VESA bracket.

   *Notice that the front side with power button should face toward the top.

### 5800 Series :

Install two plastic cradles on two sides of the iron VESA plate (with Screw B).

Install the VESA bracket on the back of monitor (with Screw A).

Slide the Unit from the top of VESA bracket to install the unit on the VESA bracket.

*Notice the power button side should face up

### V1200-P :

1. Install the VESA mounting bracket to the back of the monitor, using mounting screw A (4). The VESA mounting bracket should be installed in the upright position with the bottom facing out.

   *Notice mounting screw A is slightly thicker.

   (See Figure Below)

2. Slide the unit from the top of the VESA mounting bracket until the unit rests on the VESA mounting bracket. Keep hold of the unit and secure the unit to the bottom VESA mounting bracket using mounting screw B (1).

   *Take note of which direction you would like the power button and ports to face before attaching.

   (See Figure Below)

   Do not connect power until all other connections are made.
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